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Weaver’s PlayBox: Fine Blends                 
Yarns provided by Gist Yarn & Fiber 

Instructions by Liz Gipson of Yarnworker

The purpose of the PlayBox is to introduce you to staples that you will want to keep in your 
weaving pantry and creative ways to use them over and over and over again. Less of a 
pattern than a philosophy, each box edition offers you a framework within which you can 

play.  In this box, we focus on fine yarns, blended from two different fibers to increase strength, 
sheen, and wearability. Merino wool, is at the base of each of these yarns. Each one is blended 
with another fiber—alpaca, silk, Tencel—to create a yarn that is better than the sum of its parts.  
A perfect combination to create wraps of various widths that spill off the loom and provide you 
with an-all day hug. To make these garments, I turned to an often-used technique of putting 
sturdy, sleek yarn in the warp and luxurious, lofty yarn in the weft. In creating the PlayBox series, 
we assume that you know how to warp your loom and you are comfortable with basic weaving vocabulary. 

Liz Gipson is the host of yarnworker.com, a site for rigid-heddle weaving know-how. Look for @yarnworker on Instagram, 
Facebook, or YouTube and @theyarnworker on Pinterest. 

Gist Yarn and Fiber is an online weaving yarn shop, dedicated to providing quality weaving supplies that will delight and 
inspire you. Find them at gistyarn.com or @gistyarn on Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest. 

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://www.yarnworker.com
https://www.instagram.com/yarnworker/
https://www.facebook.com/Yarnworker
https://www.youtube.com/yarnworker
https://www.pinterest.com/theyarnworker/
http://gistyarn.com
https://www.facebook.com/gistyarn
https://www.instagram.com/gistyarn/
https://www.pinterest.com/gistyarn/
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Meet the Yarns

1) Echoview Fiber Mill Lapidary, fingering weight, 3-ply, 50% Merino/50% Tencel, 400 yd per 3.5 
oz [1oo g] skein (1,816 yd [1,659 m]/lb).
In a circuitous journey, Julie Jensen found herself in Weaverville, North Carolina, raising a small flock of 
Angora goats and alpaca. As she got to know her neighboring farmers and the greater fiber community, 
she saw a need for access to small-scale fiber production, so she built a mill that reflected her deep, 
abiding passion for sustainability and experimentation. Lapidary is a result of that philosophy. Worsted 
spun from Merino sourced in the USA and Lyocell Tencel, a sustainable alternative to traditional rayons, 
nylon, and acrylic, it was created as the ultimate sock yarn—a style of yarn that weavers turn to for its fine 
grist and sturdiness. It has a gemstone sheen, and is hard-wearing, while also offering excellent drape and 
definition.

2) SweetGeoria Yarns Merino Silk Lace, lace weight, 2-ply, 50% Merino/50% silk, 765 yd [700 m] 
per 3.5 oz [100 g] skein (3,473 yd [3,173 m]/lb). 

SweetGeorgia Yarns started in 2005 by Felicia Lo Wong when she began blogging about her adventures 
in dyeing. She has grown her business based on an obsessive, fearless love of placing color on yarn. Her 
dye skills are exceptional as is her ability to create a vision for a wider fiber experience for her customers. 
SweetGeorgia’s ultra lace luxury bases and beautiful hand-dyed colors complement dense warps and add 
that little bit of lux to your handwoven fabrics.  The relatively low-ply twist of this yarn gives this 
extremely fine yarn a little bit of extra bounce without compromising its integrity. The generously sized 
skeins go a long way!

3) Swans Island Sterling, fingering weight, 3-ply, 85% Merino/15% naturally black alpaca, 525 yd 
[480 m] per 3.5 oz [100 g] skein (2,384 yd [2,178 m]/lb). 

Swans Island Company was formed in 1992 by a couple from Boston seeking a simpler way of life. They 
taught themselves to weave and use natural dyes to make blankets on a small island off the coast of 
Maine. Bill Laurita, an artisan who worked with metal and wood, apprenticed under them and eventually 
took over the business. The company expanded their production weaving and began designing yarns for 
Swans Island’s handwoven goods and for other makers to enjoy. The Sterling Collection was created for 
their 25th anniversary from a unique blend of organic Merino and black alpaca sourced from South 
America. It is spun worsted by the famed Jagger Mills in neighboring Springvale. The black alpaca adds 
a sleekness to the yarn, and when blended with the white Merino, creates a gray base that leaves unique, 
smoky undertones. The yarns are dyed by hand in-house to create Swans Island’s own custom colorways. 
The natural gray base is used in their production blankets and they offer dyed yarns for the public. 

For the PlayBoxes, we turn to some of our favorite small yarn makers.  Each company was founded with a vision to create unique 
products that reflect their love of yarn making. Making yarn is their craft. Each business built small, robust teams that are invested 
in creating yarns for folks who, like them, find deep, abiding satisfaction in handwork. Your purchase of the box supports these 
efforts and the overall ecosystem sustained by these small businesses and their partners. 

1 2 3

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Wrap-ology: How to Use This Pattern
Cramming is a technique that allows you to warp fine fingering and lace yarns and make them 
work in the setts available to you. This technique creates a stable cloth from what, if sett as single 
ends, might be a flimsy weave. 

To “cram” a warp, you place more than one thread in a slot or a hole to create a denser sett. This 
method offers both texture and color opportunities. I used two blocks to build a variety of layouts 
to accommodate different widths. I offer you five examples where I tell you exactly how I warped 
the projects. You can follow these instructions or you can use the methodology to create your 
own. If you are new to working with these types of yarns, I suggest you start with the narrower 
widths and work your way up to wider ones. 

Crammed Texture
The texture repeat is worked over 45 slots and holes or 
about 3¾" in a 12-dent heddle and a little over 3½" in 
a 12.5 dent heddle. It uses a total of 74 individual dark 
ends to create 45 working ends warped in a single color. 

Crammed Colorwork
The colorwork repeat is worked over 23 slots and holes 
or about 2" in a 12-dent heddle or about 1¾" in a 12.5 
dent heddle. It uses a total of 30 ends, 22 light and 8 
dark, to create 23 working ends.

Word Alert

Repeat The examples in these instructions are created by using two different building blocks, 
or what weavers call, a repeat. A repeat is lowest common denominator of your pattern. It is an 
element or elements that are used to make up your design.  You can also use a portion of each 
repeat, called a partial repeat, to balance your elements or to widen your warps.

Ends The concept of warp ends can get muddled when talking about cramming. We constantly 
dance back and forth between the total number of individual threads in a repeat and the working 
ends, defined as the actual units being lifted and lowered regardless of how many individual 
threads each is comprised.  The total number of working ends is less than the total number of 
individual threads. The individual threads are important to calculate yardage, while the working 
ends help you determine the width of your project.

Dark vs. Light Included in your box is one dark warp color (Swans Island) and one light warp 
color (Echoview). I’ll refer throughout the pattern to these as dark and light. You can reverse the 
lights and darks, just be mindful that you have more dark yardage than light.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Yardage Requirements for Each Design Option
Weaving is a work of the hand, so individual results vary. These figures will give you an idea of how to 
make the most of the yarns in the box. Yardage is calculated using 12 p.p.i., 15% take-up and shrinkage. I 
factored in 20" of loom waste.  You may need more or less depending on your warping method. If using 
the direct method, be sure your peg is at the length you want. If it is farther away than you anticipated, 
you can use up more yarn than expected.

Yardage of Each Yarn in the Box

Echoview Lapidary—400 yd
SweetGeorgia Yarns Merino Silk Lace—765 yd
Swans Island Sterling—525 yd

Yardage Requirements at a Glance, See pages 7-18 for individual project specs.  
You can weave multiple narrower options or one wide option using the yarns in this box. 

Cravat
Warp:  53 yd dark, 99 yd light
Weft: 67 yd

Scarf
Warp: 236 yd dark, 98 yd light
Weft: 185 yd

Stole
Warp: 285 yd dark,  245 yd light
Weft: 314 yd

Seamed Scarves
Warp: 462 yd dark, 196 yd light
Weft: 400 yd

Shawl
Warp: 454 yd dark, 385 yd light
Weft: 451 yd 

Tool and Yarn Specs

Tools  
Rigid-heddle loom with a 12 
or 12.5dent rigid-heddle reed; 
2 stick shuttles about the 
width of your warp or a stick 
shuttle and a boat shuttle 
(one of the stick shuttles will 
be used for header), tapestry 
needle. 

Warp Yarn 
Echoview Fiber Mill Lapidary
(light) and Swans Island
Sterling (dark).  

Weft Yarn
SweetGeorgia Yarns Merino
Silk Lace 

See individual examples on
pages 7-18 for  weaving
widths and additional 
projects information.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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The threading process for direct warping crammed projects may be different than you are used to. I 
created a series of charts specifically for the rigid-heddle weaver to guide you though the warp color 
order. If you use the indirect warping method, you can use the Color Order Chart Final figures for your 
threading order. 

The charts are read from left to right, although the designs throughout this pattern are balanced so the 
charts can be read from either direction. Take note of the directional arrows when the chart covers more 
than one line. 

THREADING THE SLOTS
To warp these projects, start by threading the slots using the cramming technique. In some instances, 
you are going to thread more than a single loop of yarn in a slot. To illustrate the process, I’ve created a 
series of warp color order charts specifically for the rigid-heddle weaver. 

Colorwork Repeat 
This is one slotted repeat of the colorwork block on page 3. Each number in Figure 1 represents a loop of 
yarn. This repeat is worked in two colors, a “light” and a “dark”. See page 3 for more information on 
repeats and light and dark yarn colors. 

THREADING THE HOLES
In order to keep your elements balanced, you are going to thread the holes a bit differently than you are 
used to.  Typically, you would start on one side and thread all the holes in the same direction. In this case, 
you start by threading the holes on either side of the crammed slots, then work in both directions to fill in 
the rest of the holes. If you just worked from one direction to the other you would end up with an 
unbalanced design. At this stage, you have cut the loops and packed the beam. The numbers express the 
individual threads in each slot and hole. 

Reading The Charts

Fig. 3. This chart includes the threads 
you already moved in Fig. 2, indicated 
by the gray arrows. Start threading 
the holes on either side of these 
arrows, working your way out to 
either edge, moving one thread from a 
slot to a hole. As you work to the left, 
you will be moving the threads to the 
left, as you move to the right, you will 
be moving the threads to the right. 
The center slot will have two threads.

Fig. 1: The line in each chart 
indicates a slot and the circle 
indicates a hole. The numbers are 
number of loops you are pulling 
through each slot. 

1. Colorwork Repeat Slot Color Order (Loops)

2. Colorwork Repeat Hole Color Order Chart Step One (Individual Threads)

3. Colorwork Repeat Hole Color Order Chart Final (Individual Threads)

Fig. 2. Start by threading the two light 
threads in the crammed slots to the 
holes on the right and left of each slot.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Here is the same information for the Texture Color Block that is worked in a single color. 

Texture Repeat
The texture warp color order works on the same principle, except it is worked in a single color. 
Remember that in the slot color orders, we are counting loops of yarn. 

As we continue working with these charts, you can see that they would get cumbersome if each slot and 
hole was illustrated separately as shown in Fig 4.  To make them more compact, I’ve added repeat brackets 
as one might with a conventional chart written for looms with shafts. 

Make Theory Work For You
I used these building blocks to create various layouts. In the following pages, I offer specific 
instructions on how to creatively combine them for various widths. Each project illustrates a 
particular quirk you run into when you start placing these elements side by side or modify them 
to suit your needs. Once you get the hang of it, this process opens up so many possibilities for 
design and putting those dreamy lace yarns to use. When you are learning something new, 
mistakes are bound to happen. Let’s reframe the idea of mistakes and think of them as design 
opportunities. 

Let’s play!

6. Texture Repeat Hole Color Order Step One Condensed 
(Individual Threads)

7. Texture Repeat Hole Color Order Chart Final (Individual 
Threads)

4. Texture Slot Color Order (Loops)

5. Texture Slot Color Order Condensed (Loops)

Fig. 5. The brackets show the number of times you 
are to repeat each action. For instance, 6x on the 
far right indicates that you would thread a slot with 
a single loop of dark yarn 6 times.

Fig. 6. To thread the holes, start by threading one 
end of the crammed slots to the right and left of 
center into a hole as directed in the chart. 

Fig. 7. Thread the rest of the holes as instructed by 
the black arrows in the chart, moving in the 
direction of the arrow.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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This variation uses a central stripe 
of the texture repeat surrounded 
by a colorwork repeat on either 

side. To get a bit of extra width and visual 
balance, I added a narrow stripe of dark 
plain weave on either edge and I crammed 
the selvedges, which makes them stronger 
and easier to manage. To take advantage of 
the odd number of ends in the light portion 
of the colorwork repeat, I added a single 
Brooks Bouquet, a hand-manipulated lace, 
every five inches. 

Scarf

Scarf Specs

Warp Length 80" (20" allowed for loom 
waste and fringe)

Warp 236 yd dark, 98 yd light

Weft 185 yd

Warp Ends 150 total ends (106 dark, 44 
light); 105 working ends (63 dark, 42 light).
See “Ends” on page 3 for more information.

Width In Reed 8¾" (12-dent); 8½" (12.5-
dent)

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 12 or 12.5

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 11

Finished Size About 55" by 7½" with 5" 
fringe (Note this is using a 12-dent. If you 
used a 12.5, the final width will be narrower.)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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WARPING 
See pages 5-6 for an overview of how to read the 
figures. 

Thread the Slots and Measure Warp
Start by centering the warp in the rigid heddle. 
See Fig. 8 for the slot threading order. I left both 
yarns tied onto the apron rod throughout the 
colorwork section. I tied off the light yarn before 
the texture section and tied it back on after the 
texture repeat. See page 20 for tips on winding long 
warps in compact spaces.

Pack the Beam
Wind the warp on the back beam, adding your 
favorite packing material between the layers. See 
page 21 for tips. 

Thread the Holes
When threading the holes, instead of working 
from one side to another, start by threading the 
crammed elements indicated in Fig. 9 first, then 
work in the direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 
10 to fill in the holes. This allows you to keep the 
elements balanced. 

Tie-On
Tie onto the front apron rod using your favorite 
knot. See this blog post for an overview of the 
most popular knots to tie on and a video link 
demonstrating all three. 

WEAVING
Weave a header to spread the warp. If desired, use a 
Hemstitch or Embroidery Stitch to secure the weft 
on the loom, see Finishing on page 26 for options.  
Weave approximately 60" or until you can no 
longer get a good shed. Measuring isn’t necessary. 

I added a single Brooks Bouquet every five inches 
in the right-hand colorwork repeat’s left light 
stripe, see page 22 for general tips on weaving 
a fine open weave and page 23 for how to weave 
Brooks Bouquet. 

Stitch the other end, if needed. 

FINISHING AND WASHING
Remove the fabric from the loom and do any final 
desired fringe work (see pages 26-28).  See page 30 
for washing instructions. 

8. Scarf Slot Color Order (Loops)

9. Scarf Hole Color Order Step One (Individual Threads)

10. Scarf Hole Color Order Final (Individual Threads)

The scarf warp color order and Bouquet placement in the 
finished fabric. Note that my selvedges are not perfect, nor is 
my beat. What we are striving for is consistency, not perfection. 
The little foibles are not noticeable to anyone but you.  

Instructions: Scarf

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-knots/
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Astole is somewhere between a wide 
scarf or a narrow shawl. This repeat 
variation uses altering dark/light 

and light/dark colorwork stripes. As with 
the other examples, I also crammed the 
selvedges to make them easier to manage. 
In order to get the stripes to balance, you 
will have to cram the hole where the stripes 
change colors. I took advantage of the dark 
and light contrast in the twisted fringe. 
This warp is slightly longer than the scarf 
project. I added about 10" of warp length to 
offer a little extra length when wrapping a 
garment around the shoulders. 

Stole

Stole Specs

Warp Length 90" (20"allowed for loom
waste and fringe)

Warp 280 yd dark, 245 yd light

Weft 314 yd

Warp Ends 210 total ends (112 dark, 98 
light); 153 working ends (82 dark, 65 light, 
6 dark/light). See “Ends” on page 3 for more
information.

Width In Reed 12¾" (12-dent); 12¼" (12.5-
dent)

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 12 or 12.5

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 11

Finished Size 62" by 11¼" with 5" fringe. 
(Note this is using a 12-dent. If you used a
12.5, the final width will be narrower.)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Instructions: Stole
WARPING 
See pages 5-6 for an overview of how to read the 
figures.  

Thread the Slots and Measure Warp
Start by centering the warp in the rigid heddle. See 
Fig. 11 for slot threading order. It uses a little bit 
more yarn, but I cut and tied between each repeat 
to keep the crossed threads to a minimum.  See 
page 20 for tips on winding long warps in compact 
spaces.

Pack the Beam
Wind the warp on the back beam, adding your 
preferred packing material between the layers. See 
page 21 for tips. 

Thread the Holes
When threading the holes, instead of working 
from one side to another, start by threading the 
crammed elements indicated in Fig. 12 first, then 
work in the direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 
13 to fill in the holes. Because the colorwork repeat 
begins and ends in a hole (see page 5), you will be 
cramming the threads in the transition areas.  

Tie-On
Tie onto the front apron rod using your favorite 
knot. See this blog post for an overview of the 
most popular knots to tie on and a video link 
demonstrating all three. 

WEAVING
Weave a header to spread the warp. If desired, use a 
Hemstitch or Embroidery Stitch to secure the weft 
on the loom, see Finishing on page 26 for options.  

Weave approximately 70" or until you can no 
longer get a good shed. Measuring isn’t necessary. 
See page 22 for general tips on weaving a fine open 
weave.

Be a little mindful of the crammed holes so the 
colors say aligned as you weave. This may take a 
little manual manipulation. 

I added double wefts to add a bit of pattern in the 
weft direction, see below and page 25. 

Stitch the other end, if needed. 

FINISHING AND WASHING
Remove the fabric from the loom. I twisted the 
fringe to take advantage of the colorwork, see page 
27. For washing instructions, see page 30. 

The stole warp color with doubled wefts in the finished fabric. I wove 11 picks singly, then added a series of 3 doubled wefts every 5 picks at one 
end of the cloth. This uses slightly more weft and the visual impact can be strong or subtle depending on how many weft ends you cram and your 
colorway, see page 25 for more details. 

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-knots/
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11. Stole Slot Color Order (Loops)

12. Stole Hole Color Order Step One (Individual Threads)

13. Stole Hole Color Order Final (Individual Threads)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Taking advantage of all the yardage 
in the box, this layout uses three 
texture repeats, surrounded by 

two variations of the colorwork repeats 
to maximize width. It utilizes the longest 
warp length and the selvedges are super 
crammed to create a strong visual balance. 
The fringe treatment is one of my favorites. 
It uses three finishing techniques—stitched, 
twisted, and knotted. This provides a nice 
weight at both ends of the garment that 
helps keep it in place when thrown over the 
shoulder. 

Shawl

Shawl Specs

Warp Length 95" (20" allowed for loom
 waste)

Warp 454 yd dark, 385 yd light

Weft 451 yd

Warp Ends 318 total ends (172 dark, 146 
light); 201 working ends (96 dark, 105 light).
See “Ends” on page 3 for more information.

Width In Reed 16¾" (12-dent); 16½" (12.5-
dent)

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 12 or 12.5

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 11

Finished Size 67" by 15¾" with 3" fringe.
(Note this is using a 12-dent. If you used a
12.5, the final width will be narrower.)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Instructions: Shawl
WARPING 
See pages 5-6 for an overview of how to read the 
figures. 

Thread the Slots and Measure Warp
Start by centering the warp in the rigid heddle. See 
Fig. 14 for slot threading order. I left both yarns tied 
to the apron rod for the colorwork areas and tied off 
between the texture repeats. See page 20 for tips on 
winding long warps in compact spaces.

Pack the Beam
Wind the warp on the back beam, adding your 
preferred packing material between the layers. See 
page 21 for tips. 

Thread the Holes
When threading the holes, instead of working 
from one side to another, start by threading the 
crammed elements indicated in Fig. 15 first, then 
work in the direction indicated by the arrows in 
Fig. 16 to fill in the holes. This allows you to keep 
the elements balanced. The colorwork repeats are 
a variation of the standard colorwork block to take 
advantage of all the yardage and mix up the design.

Tie-On
Tie onto the front apron rod using your favorite 
knot. See this blog post for an overview of the 
most popular knots to tie on and a video link 
demonstrating all three. 

WEAVING
Weave a header to spread the warp. If desired, use a 
Hemstitch or Embroidery Stitch to secure the weft 
on the loom, see Finishing on page 26 for finishing 
options.  

Weave approximately 75" or until you can no 
longer get a good shed. Measuring isn’t necessary.  

See page 22 for general tips on weaving a fine open 
weave. 

Stitch the other end, if needed. 

FINISHING AND WASHING
Remove the fabric from the loom and do any final 
desired fringe work, see pages 26-28.  See page 30 
for washing instructions. 

The shawl warp color in the finished fabric. The eagle-eyed among you will notice that the edge repeats in the charts have a 
slightly smaller light center stripe with a crammed weft. I cut the yardage pretty close when I was weaving this version. I  
recommend that you follow the figures just to be safe. The shawl specs match the charts.  

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-knots/
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14. Shawl Slot Color Order (Loops)

15. Shawl Hole Color Order Step One (Individual Threads)

16. Shawl Hole Color Order Step Two (Individual Threads)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Cravat-style scarves are worn short 
and tight around the neck.  They are 
a great way to use small amounts 

of yardage in creative ways. I adapted the 
repeats, this time eliminating the second 
accent yarn in the colorwork section, 
and narrowing the stripes in the texture 
element, to take full advantage of any extra 
yardage. For fun, I used a pick-up stick to 
add floats in the crammed spaces every 
three inches.

Cravat

Cravat Specs

Warp Length 54" (20" allowed for loom 
waste)

Warp 53 yd dark, 99 yd light

Weft 67 yd

Warp Ends 102 total ends (36 dark, 66 light); 
65 working ends (34 dark, 35 light). See 
“Ends” on page 3 for more information.

Width In Reed 5½" (12-dent); 5¼" (12.5-
dent)

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 12 or 12.5

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 11

Finished Size 33" by 5" with 5" fringe. 
(Note this is using a 12-dent. If you used a
12.5, the final width will be narrower.)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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WARPING 
See pages 5-6 for an overview of how to read the 
figures. 

Thread the Slots and Measure Warp
Start by centering the warp in the rigid heddle. 
See Fig. 17 for the slot threading order. I left both 
yarns tied onto the apron rod throughout the 
colorwork section and tied off dark yarn before the 
texture section, re-tying it after the texture repeat. 
See page 20 for tips.

Pack the Beam
Wind the warp on the back beam, adding your 
favorite packing material between the layers. See 
page 21 for tips. 

Thread the Holes
When threading the holes, instead of working 
from one side to another, start by threading the 
crammed elements indicated in Fig. 18 first, then 
work in the direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 
19 to fill in the holes. This allows you to keep the 
elements balanced. 

Tie-On
Tie onto the front apron rod using your favorite 
knot. See this blog post for an overview of the 
most popular knots to tie on and a video link 
demonstrating all three. 

WEAVING
Weave a header to spread the warp. If desired, use a 
Hemstitch or Embroidery Stitch to secure the weft 
on the loom, see finishing on page 26 for options.  

Weave approximately 35" or until you can no 
longer get a good shed. Measuring isn’t necessary. 
I added warp floats every 3" using a pick-up stick, 
see page 24. 

Stitch the other end, if needed. 

FINISHING AND WASHING
Remove the fabric from the loom and do any final 
desired fringe work, see pages 26-28.  See page 30 
for washing instructions. 

17. Cravat Slot Color Order

18. Cravat Hole Color Order Step One

19. Cravat Hole Color Order Final

The modified repeats that make up the cravat. The warp floats 
in the crammed areas puff out and add a bit of additional 
texture to the cloth.

Instructions: Cravat

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-knots/
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Seaming narrow fabric together is a 
creative way to make wide widths 
from narrow looms. I often turn to 

the Bridging Stitch to create an open, 
flexible seam. In this example, it is used to 
seam together two scarves. You can stitch 
with either warp yarn to form the seam. 
Using the same color as the edge stripes 
helps them meld into the fabric. Using a 
different color puts the emphasis on the 
stitch work. The specs here are for warping 
and weaving two scarves at the same time, 
which saves you a little bit of yarn and 
time. If you are a new weaver, and more 
comfortable with shorter warp lengths, you 
can weave them separately. 

Seamed Scarves

Seamed Scarf Specs

Warp Length 160" (30" allowed for loom 
waste and fringe)

Warp 462 yd dark, 196 yd light

Weft 400 yd

Warp Ends 148 total ends (104 dark, 44 
light); 105 working ends (63 dark, 42 light).
See “Ends” on page 3 for more information.

Width In Reed 8¾" (12-dent); 8½" (12.5-
dent)

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 12 or 12.5

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 11

Finished Size 59" by 14¾" with 3" fringe 
(Note this is using a 12-dent. If you used a
12.5 the final width will be narrower.)

https://www.yarnworker.com
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WARPING 
See pages 5-6 for an overview of how to read the 
figures. If you choose a long warp, in addition to 
doubling the yardage for the scarves, you will need 
to increase the loom waste by 50%.  This takes 
into account an additional length of about 10" 
between the two pieces of fabric, allowing you to 
have enough warp length to work the fringe. I also 
increased the warp length by 5” to accommodate 
the wider width and the additional take-up when 
wrapped around the shoulder. 

Shorter warp lengths are easier to manage than 
long ones. If you are a relatively new weaver, 
consider warping up the two halves separately. You 
are only saving about 45 yds of yarn by warping up 
at the same time (30 yd dark and 15 yd light). 

Thread the Slots and Measure Warp
Start by centering the warp in the rigid heddle. 
See Fig. 8 on page 8 for the slot threading order. I 
left both yarns tied onto the apron rod throughout 
the colorwork section. I tied off the light yarn 
before the texture section and tied it back on after 
the texture repeat. See page 20 for tips on winding 
long warps in compact spaces.

Pack the Beam
Wind the warp on the back beam, adding your 
favorite packing material between the layers. See 
page 21 for tips. 

Thread the Holes
When threading the holes, instead of working from 
one side to another, start by threading the crammed 
elements indicated on page 8 in Fig. 9 first, then 
work in the direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 
10 to fill in the holes. This allows you to keep the 
elements balanced. 

Tie-On
Tie onto the front apron rod using your favorite 
knot. See this blog post for an overview of the 
most popular knots to tie on and a video link 
demonstrating all three. 

WEAVING
Weave a header to spread the warp. When weaving 
fabrics I intend to seam, I don’t use any stay 
stitching on the loom.  This gives me the option to 
remove any weft pick to equalize the fabric lengths, 
see page 30. Weave approximately 65" or until you 
can no longer get a good shed. 

If weaving 2 pieces on the same warp, leave 10" of 
unwoven warp between the first and second piece 
of fabric. I weave a header at the end and beginning 
of each piece. See page 25 for tips on measuring. 

FINISHING AND WASHING
Remove the fabric from the loom and do any final 
desired fringe work, see pages 26-28.  See page 30 
for washing instructions.

The Bridging Seam creates an open flexible seam that doesn’t 
compromise drape, see page 29. 

Instructions: Seamed Scarf

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-knots/
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RESOURCES FROM THE YARNWORKER WORLD

You may find some of these resources from around 
the Yarnworker landscape helpful as you dive into 
your box. 

The Geeking Out Series on the Yarnworker 
blog takes a deep dive into various weaving 
conundrums. For a visual search, check out my 
Pinterest board for the complete series.

At Yarnworker.com, there is a list of weaving 
terms and links to rigid-heddle weaving 
resources, including books, websites, and online 
groups.

The Yarnworker YouTube channel has a variety of 
videos, including a warping demonstration and a 
video that shows you how to test yarns for warp.

Yarnworker School offers weave-alongs and 
beginning weaving classes. Join the Yarnworker 
Patron community and get access to a private 
Facebook study group where we tackle something 
new each month. You will get insider news, 
discounts, and rewards. 

Weaving Books By Liz 

A Weaver’s Guide to Yarn, Yarnworker, 2019 
This guide answers the most common yarn 
questions that rigid-heddle weavers ask. 

Weaving Made Easy, Interweave, revised 2016
Written for newbies who are eager to get started 
weaving on a rigid-heddle loom.

Handwoven Home, Interweave, 2017
A follow-up to Weaving Made Easy, this book 
focuses on next-step techniques and weaving for 
the home.

A Weaver’s Guide to Swatching, Yarnworker, 2017
Learn a way to test your ideas risk-free and unleash 
your creativity in new and wonderful ways. 

Length and Width Modifications

Use these formulas to maximize your yarn usage 
or to adapt the options to your width and length 
requirements. Keep the cramming elements in 
mind. 

Warp Length

____” (final desired length) × ____  (take-up/

shrinkage)* + ____ (loom waste, includes fringe) = 

____ warp length

Number of Warp Ends

_____”(final desired width) × _____ (take-up/

shrinkage)* × ____ (sett) = _____ warp ends

Warp Yardage

________ (number of ends) × _______” (warp 

length) ÷ 36 = _______ total yds for warp 

Woven Length

_____” (finished length without fringe) × _____ 

(take-up/shrinkage)* = _____ woven length

Weft Yardage

_________ (p.p.i.) × _________ (woven length) 

× _________ (width in the reed)** × (take-up/

shrinkage)* ÷ 36  = _______total yds for weft

*I used 15%, or a multiplier of 1.15.  
** Calculate width by dividing the number of ends 
by the sett.

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/category/geeking-out/
https://www.pinterest.com/theyarnworker/geeking-out-on-weaving-blog-posts/
http://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/terms-to-know/
https://yarnworker.com/terms-to-know/
https://yarnworker.com/yarnworker-resources/
https://yarnworker.com/yarnworker-resources/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKfcgPRE3WHOP4tQ9KjLl7g
https://yarnworker.thinkific.com
https://www.patreon.com/LizGipson
https://www.patreon.com/LizGipson
https://yarnworker.com/shop/a-weavers-guide-to-yarn-print-and-digital-bundle-edition/
https://yarnworker.com/shop/weaving-made-easy-by-liz-gipson/
https://yarnworker.com/shop/handwoven-home-by-liz-gipson/
https://yarnworker.com/shop/a-weavers-guide-to-swatching-bundle/
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Tips for Warping Long, Wide Warps

Get Creative With Your Pegs. To keep your work compact, you can use more than one peg to measure 
your work. If you don’t have additional pegs, any kind of similar object will do. For instance, you can use a 
metal L bracket, pressure clamped to a table or a chair back pushed up to a table’s edge. 

At left is an 85" scarf warped on a 48" long table. It is important to have the first peg that the warp wraps 
around centered with respect to the loom so you can create similar angles on both sides of the warp. If 
one side is steeper than the other, then you may foreshorten your warp. 

If your warp is wider than 15 inches, consider dividing it into narrower sections, then thread and measure 
them separately.  This will keep the angles from getting too steep. You can use one or more pegs to do 
this. Center the peg for the first half of the warp. Once you thread and measure one side, remove the 
warp from the peg, cut the loops, and tie a knot just as you normally would, then reposition the peg 
centered to the section of the warp. 

The following pages include some essential know-how to weave these projects: tips for 
managing long, wide warps and fine, open weaves; decorative weft options such as Brooks 
Bouquet, doubled weft, and pick-up; and finishing techniques.  

TECHNIQUES

To reduce the warping space needed, use one or 
more pegs. 

You can use a single peg to wind wide warps in more 
than one section. 

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Packing the Beam

Crank and Yank. My favorite method for packing 
the warp beam is the crank and yank. It is easy to 
do by yourself and results in a nicely packed warp.

Start by cutting your packing paper into short 
lengths of about 3 feet long and wide enough to 
extend past your warp. Short lengths keep the 
paper from going catawampus and reminds you to 
stop and perform the “yank”. (Read more about my 
penchant for paper packing material in this blog 
post.)

Crank Start by standing behind your clamped or 
otherwise secured loom and tuck the paper in just 
as the warp begins to wind back on itself. After you 
have started the paper, hold it at the center (see 
upper left), and slowly and steadily start winding 
the warp onto the beam. Keeping some tension on 
the paper will keep it from bunching and skewing. 
You will do this for about four or five rotations. If 
you start to get some resistance from the warp, 
stop and go to the next step.

Yank Move to the front of the loom, and working 
from one side to another, gently place your hands 
into a section of the warp like a comb, but resist 
the combing motion. Rather, firmly tug on the warp 
to take up any slack on the beam. Then move to 
the next section until you have worked the entire 
width. 

It is tempting to micromanage your warp by raking 
or combing. Even though these yarns have slightly 
different elasticity, you want to treat each warp 
section as a unit and not as a series of individual 
threads. This takes some practice. If the warp 
appears tangled, you can gently shake the warp 
like reins, but resist pulling on any individual 
threads. The danger is that you can put more 
tension on some areas of the warp than others that 
will cause you more problems tha you will fix. 

Continue working in this way until you the warp 
reaches the front cloth beam. 

Start by cutting short lengths of paper about 3 feet long 
and wide enough to extend past the width of your warp. 
Rather than holding onto the warp, hold onto the paper 
as you wind on (above). Stop every four or five rotations 
and “yank” (below) the warp by gently, but firmly, 
pulling on the warp. Resist combing or raking your warp. 
Let the loom do the work for you! 

If using a stand, place it on a sticky mat or weight it to 
keep the loom from moving as you work. 

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-on-the-details-packing-material/
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-on-the-details-packing-material/
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Weaving Fine

There is a fine line between an open weave 
and a yarn not being sett well so the fabric 
lacks integrity. Weaving a purposefully sett 
open weave takes some finesse. You could 
use a thicker yarn and that would make it 
easier to weave, but you don’t always get the 
results you want—in this case, a fine, light 
lacy summertime cloth. Here are a few tips: 

Use a Mindful Beat Keep an eye on the picks per 
inch and try to maintain somewhere around 11 
p.p.i. when using the yarns in this box. In general, 
you want to maintain about a yarn’s worth of 
negative space between your warp and weft 
yarns. In order to achieve this, you may need to 
press the yarn a little closer than square because 
the yarn tends to bounce back a bit when you 
change the shed. This is somewhat true with all 
weaves, but particularly true with open weaves. 

Pack the Cloth Beam Use a cardboard tube to 
pack the front apron rod and use packing paper 
between the cloth layers. Add packing paper on 
the front beam between the layers of cloth so the 
cloth itself isn’t skewing the fabric. 

Advance and Tension Thoughtfully When 
advancing, take all the tension off the loom, then 
advance the fabric so it isn’t dragging across the 
beam(s). Place tension back on the warp by using 
both the front and back brake so you aren’t 
tugging on the warp in only one direction, which 
can pull your woven cloth out of alignment.  
Although I often advocate putting as much 
tension on the fabric as possible, it may help to 
have one or two clicks less than the tightest 
tension. Some skewing is inevitable and it will 
come out in the wash. You are creating an entirely 
different set of muscle memories than what you 
are used to. This is an instance where looms 
without additional front and back beams have a 
leg up on ones that do. (See this blog post all 
about beams.) 

Crossed Warp End When doing colorwork using 
the direct method, crossed warp ends are bound 
to occur.  You can eliminate the number of 
crosses by following the recommended method of 
tying on and off the colors in each individual 
pattern. If, as you are weaving, the crossed 
threads interfere with your work, take an 
embroidery needle and gently push the crossed 
ends out of the way towards the back beam. 

Use a cardboard tube cut down the middle to encase the apron 
rod. This reduces skewing when you begin to wind your woven 
fabric on the cloth beam. 

I use paper towel, wrapping paper, and toilet paper tubes to 
make my packing tubes. If they are too short, you can use 
painter’s tape to connect them. Tape them together on the 
inside and outside to create strong, smooth transitions. 

In addition to the tube, I also add additional packing paper on 
the front beam. This keeps the open fabric from pulling out of 
alignment as you wind it upon itself. 

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/geeking-out-on-the-details-beams/
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You have put a lot of wow in the warp, here are a few ways to add a little pizzazz to the picks. 

Brooks Bouquet is a hand-manipulated weave. The bouquet element 
is formed by wrapping a section of an up shed with weft. I’m a big fan 
of putting hand-manipulated lace elements here and there throughout 
a project. It makes selvedge management easier and adds a bit of 
whimsy to your fabric. It is best worked in odd-numbered groupings. 
In this case, I worked the bouquet in the scarf in the third light stripe 
from the selvedge, which is comprised of 9 warp ends. 

1) Using color as our guide, start by opening an up shed and pass the 
weft thought the shed, exiting after the last light up warp end. 

2) Reinsert the shuttle at the first light up end in that same stripe and 
pass the shuttle through the rest of the shed, being mindful that you 
have left enough slack on either side of the warp to keep the 
selvedges from drawing in.  This can take some finesse and you can 
make readjustments with your hands or a needle later. 

3) Pull the shuttle tight to form a little “bouquet”.

4) Press the yarn into place with your heddle and make any 
adjustments to align the warp or loosen the selvedge. This is best 
done with a needle, so you don’t tug on the yarn and cause it to fray. It 
doesn’t have to be perfectly aligned as the yarn will continue to settle 
as you weave and will relax in the wash.

5) Weave your desired number of picks of plain weave, ending on a 
down shed, so your next shed is up. In this case I wove 11, and worked 
another wrap.

You can form more than one bouquet in a single weft pick, by 
repeating steps 1 and 2 in another area. Working in odd-numbered 
warp groupings will result in the down picks on either side of the 
bouquet being the same color, although it is weaver’s choice how you 
want your weave to look. 

WEFT WORK

1) Open an up shed, then pass the weft 
through the shed and exit at the 
farthest edge of your bouquet. 

Brooks Bouquet

2) Wrap the weft around up ends and 
insert the shuttle back into the shed on 
the other side of the bouquet.

3) Gently tension the weft.

5) Weave your desired number of plain weave picks and work another bouquet.4) Make any adjustments to align the 
bouquet and selvedge.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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Pick-Up

Charge the Pick-Up Stick 

Place the heddle in the down position, so only the 
slot threads are up (upper left).

Working behind the heddle, place or pick up the 
crammed slots on the stick, except the center 
crammed slot (center). The stick slides over all the 
other ends. Sliding over the center end down is  a 
design choice, it isn’t structurally necessary.

It may help to slide a piece of paper in the shed to 
delineate the top layer from the bottom. Slide the 
pick-up stick towards the back beam until ready 
for use. 

Weave the Pattern 

I wove warp floats every 3" by repeating these four 
steps one time:

1)  Up
2) Down
3) Up and Pick-Up Stick
4) Down

“Up and Pick-Up Stick” is created by placing the 
heddle in the up position and sliding the stick to 
the back of the heddle (lower left). 

This sequence causes the crammed warps to float 
on top of the plain weave areas (lower right).

To learn more about reading a pick-up pattern, 
read this blog post. For info on shed positions, click 
here. 

Like the lace details, you don’t have to work pick-up elements throughout your fabric, as we have 
done in the previous two PlayBoxes. You can add floats in specific areas of the warp. In my cravat 
project, I chose to float the majority of crammed warp areas every three inches. 

Heddle in down position with stick in place.

Crammed slots on stick.

Up and Pick-Up Stick. Warp floats in woven cloth.

https://www.yarnworker.com
https://yarnworker.com/reading-a-pick-up-pattern/
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Just as you crammed your warp, you can also cram 
your weft. Doubling or tripling gives you some 
additional design options. 

To do this, open a shed and pass and press a weft pick 
into place as you normally would. Open the same shed, 
but before you pass the weft back through, pick up the 
selvedge so it catches the weft and doesn’t allow you to 
pull out the pick you just wove. Pass the weft through 
and press the second pick into place. You still want to 
leave a little breathing room between the picks, but 
they will slide together closer than the plain weave 
picks. 

The extra picks cause the appearance of floats. How 
many picks you put in a single shed and how often you 
do so is up to you. Keep in mind that cramming the 
weft means that you are adding more than the 
recommended picks per inch. The more picks you add 
and the closer the crammed wefts are together, the 
stiffer your fabric. In this pattern, I recommend no more 
than three or four crammed wefts in a single shed and 
to space them out with plain weave in-between. The 
more weft picks you cram, the more plain weave you 
need to leave between them.

Crammed Weft

Measuring is only necessary if you plan to weave two 
pieces on one warp and then sew them together (see 
pages 17-18 and 29-30). If you are just measuring for 
size, you can clip a tape measure to your fabric as you 
work. Pam, a school booster, turned me on to these 
paper tape measures that also work well. Betsy, 
another booster and a quilter, sent me some clips that 
I also have found invaluable. Teachers are always 
picking up new tips, too!

To measure length, you can simply clip or pin a 
measuring tape to the edge of your fabric or you can 
roll it up on top of the fabric and clip the roll into place 
(photo insert). 

I measure my fabric with a few “clicks” of the brake 
released, so it isn’t under full tension, but taut enough 
to get accurate results. If the fabric is under full 
tension, you may end up with a shorter project than 
you anticipated.

Measuring

Crammed wefts on the loom (above) and off the loom, washed 
and finished (below).

https://www.yarnworker.com
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EMBROIDERY STITCH The embroidery stitch is less 
secure, but faster. Like hemstitching, it can be worked 
from the left or from the right. 

Working the Stitch Make a small loop with the yarn 
around the area where you want to form your stitch. 
Place the needle under your desired number of 
ends—in this case, 3—then direct the needle over 
one edge of the loop. Pull the loop tight and continue 
working in this manner across the warp. Keep the 
yarn under tension at all times.

Securing the weft while a project is on the loom 
means that you don’t have to do any further 
finishing when it comes off the loom. Even if you 
plan to knot later, the stitching can help keep the 
weft in place while you work.

HEMSTITCHING 
This stitch can be worked right-to-left or left-to-
right. I am working left-to-right. Weave about 1” 
leaving a tail of working weft about 6 times the 
width of your warp. Thread the tail through the eye 
of a tapestry needle. In this example, I’m working 
over 2 weft picks and 4 warp ends.  

Start by encasing the first set of warp ends with 
your needle and working yarn. In this case, I am 
working over 4 warp ends, so I would wrap the first 
4 warp ends with a needle and thread and cinch 
tight. The stitch is then worked in two steps.

Step 1: Insert the needle on top of your desired weft 
picks and angle it to exit between the header and 
the first pick on the left side of your desired number 
of warp ends. 

Step 2: Pull the needle and yarn through and reinsert 
it under the warp ends you want to encase and pull 
tight. 

Repeat these steps until you have secured all the 
warp ends. Needle weave the tail back into the 
stitches and cut it leaving about a 2’’ tail.

Finishing crammed warps can be a little tricky. Sometimes there isn’t a straightforward way to 
divide up the ends evenly, so you have to improvise by putting a little bit extra in one group and a 
little less in another. In general, I try to work the crammed ends with at least one of its neighbors 
to keep gaps from forming. 

FINISHING

On Loom Stitching

Step 1: Insert the needle on top of your weft picks, then angle it 
to exit on the left side of your desired number of warp ends.

Step 2: Pull the needle and yarn through and reinsert it under 
the warp ends you want to encase and pull tight. 

Ready for the next stitch.

https://www.yarnworker.com
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A classic weaverly finish is the twisted fringe. I 
chose to stitch on the loom as additional security. It 
serves to keep the weft in place and the twist from 
traveling into woven cloth, particularly in the 
crammed areas. 

It is traditionally worked by taking a group of warp 
threads and splitting it in half equally. Since the size 
and color of the warp varies, I mixed it up to make 
the fringe more decorative.  

Working Fringe To work a twisted fringe, start by 
taking your chosen number of yarns and split them 
in a way that works for your design. In this example, 
I used 4 dark and 2 light ends. Twist each bundle 
separately in one direction, then place them 
together and firmly twist them back to the right. 
Secure the twist with an overhand knot. 

There are commercial fringe twisters that allow you 
to either work more than one fringe at a time and/or 
speed up the work. 

A few additional tips for this particular set of warps: 

• It takes about 2 of the dark yarns to equal the 
weight of one of the light. 

• If you mix a light and dark yarn in a twisted 
fringe, I like to keep them the same color in each 
twisted half, which creates a barber pole effect. 

• You can use a single end as one of your twisted 
halves. Just be mindful that you twist it in the 
direction of the ply twist first. 

• You don’t have to twist in the same direction 
each time. If you mix it up, particularly in the 
colorwork sections, you can change the 
direction of the ply twist, which can be fun to 
play around with. 

Twisted Fringe

Divide the bundle in two parts. 

Twist each half in one direction. 

Twist the 2 halves together in the opposite direction and 
secure with an overhand knot. 

You can play around with various weights, colors, and 
twist direction in the fringe.  

https://www.yarnworker.com
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This fringe combines elements of many finishes. As 
in the previous example, I chose to stitch on the 
loom, in this case, hemstitching. 

I like this fringe because it works up faster than the 
twisted fringe, is a little shorter, and creates thick 
tassels at the end of the fabric. 

Instead of twisting in the same direction, the two 
halves of your warp bundle are twisted towards each 
other in different directions. Rather than twisting the 
two sides together, they are knotted instead. 

I start with bundles of about 12 total ends, varying 
them as needed to accommodate the weight and 
color variations (see tips on page 27). In general, I 
like to work with larger bundles than I do for a 
traditional twisted fringe, although there is a lot of 
latitude for design in both cases. 

Divide your chosen number of ends in half and twist 
the right half to the left (counterclockwise) and the 
left half to the right (clockwise). This creates the 
twist angle of each side. Secure the two fringes 
together with an overhand knot. I tied mine about 
1¼" from the edge of the cloth. The different twist 
angles will cause the two legs to push away from 
each other and keep the bundles from skewing the 
fringes in one direction or the other.

I tend to tie all my knots just shy of snug and then go 
back and align them after they are all tied. I do this 
by pushing up on the knot if it is a little low or 
pushing down on the knot if it is a little high. You can 
make yourself a little nutty by trying to make them 
align perfectly. A little differentiation won’t show all 
that much in the final cloth. 

Twisted and Knotted Fringe

Select a group of warp yarns to work and divide them in half. 
The yarns I’m working are indicated by the white bracket.

Twist the right branch of the bundle to the left, counter- 
clockwise. 

Twist the left branch of the bundle to the right, clockwise. Then 
tie the bundles together in an overhand knot. 

Washed and trimmed fringe. 
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The Bridging Stitch creates a flexible, decorative 
seam that takes away some of the stress of lining 
things up perfectly. It is my go-to visible seam. 

Set Up Start by measuring a length of warp yarn 
about six times the length of your seam. Shown here 
is the seam worked in the light warp yarn, but you 
can use either the light or dark. In the final project, I 
used the dark warp yarn. Thread the seaming yarn 
though a blunt-ended needle. 

Line up the fabric on one end. Chances are that the 
other end doesn’t line up perfectly and you may have 
to remove a few weft picks. (See page 30 for more 
details.) This is why I prefer not to stitch on the loom 
when working a seamed fabric. 

Working the Seam To establish the stitch, start 
working from front-to-back, and insert the needle 2 
working warp ends in from the edge. How many 
ends you work is a bit of personal choice, but you 
want it at least 2 ends in for stability. Pull the yarn 
through the fabric, leaving a generous 12’’ tail. 

Working back-to-front from here on out, bring the 
needle 3 weft picks up and 2 working ends in from 
the edge of the other piece. 

Bring the needle under the stitch you just formed, 
and back into the cloth on the original side, 2 
working ends in and 3 weft picks up from the base of 
the fabric. 

Continue working in this way, bringing the needle 
under the last stitch you worked and inserting the 
needle 2 working warp ends in and 3 weft picks up 
from the last stitch on the other piece of fabric.

Bridging Seam

Establish the stitch by inserting the needle front-to-back 
2 working ends in from the edge.

Working back to front from here on out, bridge the edges by 
inserting the needle 3 weft ends up and 2 working ends in from 
the edge of the opposite side of the seam. 

Bring the needle under the stitch you just formed and back into 
the cloth on the opposite side, 2 working ends in and 3 weft up 
from the base of the fabric.

Continue working the bridge in this way, passing the needle 
under the yarn you just worked and inserting it 3 weft picks up 
and 2 working ends in from the edge of the other side. 
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Aligning The Fabric At upper left is the other end of 
the project worked with the dark warp yarn. To align 
the two pieces of fabric, I worked the stitch to the end 
of the shortest fabric. Then cut out the header and 
extra weft picks. When doing so, be mindful about 
leaving yourself some length in the last weft pick you 
remove so you can needleweave in a tail to secure the 
weft. 

Incorporating Tails Incorporate the beginning and 
ending tails by whipstitching the tail to bridge the two 
pieces of fabric with a single stitch. Needleweave tails 
to secure. 

Adding More Seaming Yarn If you run out of seaming 
yarn, leave a generous tail and start a new yarn (lower 
left). Come back after you have worked the rest of the 
seam and needleweave in the tails vertically among 
the weft picks. 

Fringe Considerations I planned my finishing so I 
could work a fringe across the bridge (lower right). 

Bridging Seam Continued

Don’t fret if your fabrics aren’t the same size.  You can remove 
picks from the longer piece to align with the shorter one. 

If you prefer to work with shorter lengths of seaming yarn, or if 
you run out, you can add in a new length of yarn and needle 
weave in the tails warpwise.  

Handwashing these projects is recommended. Do all your finishing work first before you wash. You can use a 
no-rinse soap, such as SOAK, or any mild detergent. 

To wash, fill a basin large enough to submerge your project fully with warm water. Add the recommended 
amount of no-rinse soap or 1 tbsp. of mild detergent. Lay the finished fabric in the water, gently swish, then 
let soak for 20 minutes. If using detergent, remove the fabric and fill the basin with water that is about the 
same temperature you just drained out. Most likely, the water has cooled, so you want to approximate that 
temperature to prevent felting. Remove from the bath or rinse water, roll the fabric up in a towel, and press to 
remove excess water. 

Air dry flat. Trim any weft tails flush with cloth, and fringe to desired length.

Plan your finishing so the central fringe bridges the two pieces 
of fabric. This will give the seams extra support. 

Washing
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